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Kymeta awarded placement on US$950
million IDIQ contract by DoD
Kymeta has been awarded a US$950 million ceiling indefinite-delivery/ indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) contract for the maturation,
demonstration and proliferation of capability across platforms and domains, leveraging open systems design, modern software
and algorithm development in order to enable Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2).
“Kymeta is pleased to participate in the Advanced Battle Management System (ABMS) competitive category for connectivity,”
said Rob Weitendorf, Vice President, Business Development, Kymeta. “Our advanced technology is proven effective for rapid
deployment, offers the highest levels of security and encryption, and is essential for mission critical operations. We are confident
in our ability to provide connectivity solutions to US Department of Defense organizations through JADC2.”
The contract is part of a multiple award multi-level security effort to provide development and operation of systems as a unified
force across all domains (air, land, sea, space, cyber, and electromagnetic spectrum) in an open architecture family of systems
that enables capabilities via multiple integrated platforms.
Kymeta’s next-generation solutions, including the Kymeta™ u8 terminal and Kymeta Connect™ connectivity services, offer
seamless and uninterrupted mobile satellite-cellular and is designed to meet the needs of defense agencies, government, public
safety, and commercial customers around the world. Today, the u8 is the only commercially available flat panel antenna that is
compatible with LEO and GEO satellite constellations. Kymeta u8 terminals, antennas, and ODUs are easy to set up and acquire
service within minutes of installation. The u8 is also available in a transportable configuration called the u8 GO, which is ideal for
rapid deployments.
GMC
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SES Government Solutions wins US$14.5
million contract to support Thule Air Base
SES Government Solutions has been awarded a contract of US$14.5
million to support Thule Air Base in Greenland with critical
communications capabilities.
The SES GS solution leverages C-band technology, which is highly
resilient to weather effects, and provides a dedicated reachback beam
leveraging single hop connectivity directly to the user site. The SES
GS solution also provides redundancy at all levels, to include antennas,
uplink and downlink telemetry, ground infrastructure, and restoration
capabilities. This award is an example of the company’s proven track
record of providing reliable services in harsh climate conditions in the
Arctic, while ensuring the mitigation of physical antenna degradation.
“We are proud to provide satellite communications support for this
critical mission,” said President and CEO of SES Government Solutions,
Brigadier General Pete Hoene, USAF (retired). “Thule Air Base is the
Photo courtesy of SES
Department of Defense’s northernmost installation, and this program
continues to serve as a great example of the importance of our capability to deliver the critical intelligence data to military decision
makers.”
SES GS has been the sole provider of commercial satellite communications to Thule Air Base for over 20 years. It has extensive
experience overcoming the challenging conditions of operating in Arctic locations, including the extreme cold-weather environment,
unpredictable weather patterns, near-horizon location, and logistical challenges.
GMC

Rheinmetall presents first full concept for the
next generation of the Bundeswehr’s Future
Soldier
Rheinmetall has presented the German Bundeswehr with a first complete concept for the third generation of the Future Soldier –
Expanded System, or IdZ-ES. The presentation was the initial outcome of a comprehensive study contract awarded to Rheinmetall
in March 2021. The purpose of the study is to examine and evaluate potential improvements in the version of the IdZ-ES already
in service with the Bundeswehr, with the objective of producing a complete concept for a 3 rd generation IdZ-ES soldier system.
The complete concept will reveal potential implementation risks, cost drivers and the degree of maturity of a mission-oriented
system. It will serve the Bundeswehr as a basis for preparing solution proposals for procurement of a 3rd generation IdZ-ES. The
study is to be complete by 30 May 2022. Depending on the outcome of the study, it could result in another significant contract
for Rheinmetall, as the Bundeswehr has a continuing need for advanced digital soldier systems.
The study encompasses seven work packages, which together comprise the complete IdZ-ES system, i.e., the core system
and the periphery. These of course include the command, control, communications, computers and intelligence (C4I) functions,
which, among other things, are being examined regarding planned conformity with the Digitized Land-Based Operations (D-LBO)
programme. Also being taken into account are the subsystems clothing, protection and load-bearing equipment; optics and
optronics; and the links to ground vehicles and aircraft as well as weapons and aiming devices. Intermediate reports on the
individual topics are to be submitted on 22
November 2021 and 30 May 2022. A final report
on all activities covered in the study is also
due on 30 May 2022.
During the contract study, test and trial
samples will be fabricated. Rheinmetall
Electronics is serving as general contractor in
the project, with numerous companies
participating as subcontractors. The study
contract is based on two design statuses: the
IdZ-ES 68 platoon systems and the System
Panzergrenadier. Consisting of the IdZ-ES VJTF
and the new, enhanced version of the Puma
infantry
fighting vehicle, the System
Panzergrenadier will be deployed by NATO’s
spearhead formation, the Very High Readiness
Joint Task Force VJTF 2023, which will be
furnished by the Bundeswehr. In March 2021
the supreme commander of the German Army
declared the System Panzergrenadier “ready
Photo courtesy of Rheinmetall
GMC
for action”.
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Elbit Systems E-LynX SDR Handheld. Photo courtesy of Elbit

Cognitive radios
Cognitive radios are the next big thing in radio
communications technology. One step beyond software
defined radio (SDR), cognitive radios can detect changes
in available spectrum to enable dynamic spectrum access
to the benefit of all types of users.

Amy Saunders, Editor, Global Military Communications
A concept dating less than thirty years old, cognitive radio
was first proposed in a KTH Royal Institute of Technology
seminar in Stockholm as a novel approach to wireless
communications: ‘The point in which wireless personal digital
assistants and the related networks are sufficiently
computationally intelligent about radio resources and related
computer-to-computer communications to detect user
communications needs as a function of use context, and to
provide radio resources and wireless services most appropriate
to those needs.’
A fantastically modern for m of dynamic spectrum
management, cognitive radio can be programmed and
configured dynamically to use the best available wireless
channels to avoid interference and congestion. This type of
dynamic spectrum management is enabled by the radio’s ability
to automatically detect available channels and change
transmission and reception parameters accordingly to enable
more concurrent users within a given spectrum band.
A software defined radio by any other name…
Cognitive radio/software defined radio (SDR) – what’s the
difference? SDRs are radios in which traditionally hardwarebased components have been replaced with software capable
of completing the same task. Indeed, cognitive radio is defined
by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University as a
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‘software defined radio with a cognitive radio engine.’
There appear to be no cognitive radios currently available
to browse on the market, an interesting anomaly given the
number of market reports such as ResearchAndMarkets.com’s
‘Global Cognitive Radio Market 2018-2022’ which name the key
suppliers as BAE Systems, Raytheon, Rohde & Schwarz, Thales
Group and Shared Spectrum Company (SSC). All prominent
SDR suppliers, but none marketing anything under the ‘cognitive
radio’ name - with the exception of SSC, which claims to have
developed and demonstrated cognitive radio technologies in
numerous commercial and tactical radio systems, although offers
no products for viewing on its website or in the media and has
not responded to requests for information.
ResearchAndMarkets.com report has forecast the global
cognitive radio market to grow at a CAGR of 13.26 percent over
2018-2022, with one of the main drivers named as public
applications. However, high power consumption has been
highlighted as the key hindering factor to wider rollout. With the
cognitive radio market still very much in its infancy, contracts
between government/military and commercial producers have
remained in close quarters to date – such as DARPA’s 2018
US$9.2 million award to BAE Systems for its Radio Frequency
Machine Learning System (RFMLS) - explaining the lack of
products on the market.
Advancing SDRs
With cognitive radio the natural evolution of SDR, advancements
in SDR are logical stepping-stones towards the wider rollout of
commercial cognitive radio. Despite the high-tech cognitive radio
projects underway behind closed doors, SDR technologies
continue to be a high priority for commercial producers.
In October 2020, for example, General Dynamics Mission
Systems launched its latest SDR, the URC-300. A versatile
platform that supports multiple waveforms and provides
exceptional radio frequency (RF) performance to support
ground-to-air, line-of-sight and other mission critical applications,
the URC-300 provides interference-free communications in
highly congested environments and improves immunity to
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‘Meanwhile, May 2021 saw Per Vices
launch an upgraded version of its highperformance SDR platform Cyan EC
(extended channel). Cyan EC enables up to
64 digital signal processing (DSP) channels
across 16 physical SMA ports. This extension
allows Cyan EC users to break up the one
large bandwidth physical chain into multiple
digital channels, allowing the radio platform to
do the multiplexing.’
outside interference such as other airfield channels, Wi-Fi
transmitters, and commercial FM broadcast towers.
Users can operate multiple URC-300s as close as 6.5 feet
apart without interference, an unprecedented capability
compared to currently available tactical man-pack radios that
require at least 50-115 feet of separation. This close proximity
capability enables rapid grab-and-go, multi-channel operations
during emergency situations. The URC-300 has also been
specifically designed to enable future features and functions to
be added in the field via quick and simple software upgrades.
“Conventional software-defined radio platforms require
additional hardware retrofits when new software is installed,
requiring customers to return the radios to the manufacturer”,
said Bill Ross, a Vice President of General Dynamics Mission
Systems. “We have essentially reinvented the term ‘softwaredefined’ by designing the URC-300 with a flexible, core
architecture comparable to a commercial smart phone. This
approach simplifies new waveform and feature technology
insertion enabling field upgradability without having to take it
out of service. This essentially makes the radio ‘future proof’
and greatly improves the value proposition for our customers,
resulting in significant time and life cycle cost savings.”
In addition to providing robust RF operations, the URC300 supports many other applications including emergency
grab-and-go, manpack, vehicular, scalable deployment and
rackmount applications. The radio is ruggedized and meets MILSTD-810 requirements, which provides protection against shock,
vibration, altitude, humidity, and temperature. It is interoperable
with its predecessor, the URC-200™ (V2) radio, and many of its
accessories. Since the URC-300 is smaller and lighter than the

URC-200 (V2), two URC-300s can fit side-by-side in a single
19" rackmount tray. The radio’s newly re-designed front panel
has a functional display and a simple intuitive keypad interface
that is glove friendly.
Meanwhile, May 2021 saw Per Vices launch an upgraded
version of its high-performance SDR platform Cyan EC
(extended channel). Cyan EC enables up to 64 digital signal
processing (DSP) channels across 16 physical SMA ports. This
extension allows Cyan EC users to break up the one large
bandwidth physical chain into multiple digital channels, allowing
the radio platform to do the multiplexing. By providing additional
digital chains which are coherently superimposed into a single
physical channel, the computational complexity required to
address wide bandwidths is further reduced and allows for
processing over multiple cores on a single host system or across
multiple host systems concurrently.
“We are excited that customers have already used and
integrated our platform into their products,” said Victor Wollesen,
CEO of Per Vices. “The additional processing capability provided
by this option allows our customers to improve performance
and implement more advanced applications using existing
computational resources. I believe Cyan EC is the highest
channel count software-defined radio commercially available.”
The Cyan EC product option enables engineers and system
integrators to realize the benefits of both the high-bandwidth
SDR and having more independent channels to ease the
complexity associated with processing the high amount of data
by breaking it up into separate channels. This further helps to
achieve better spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR), sensitivity
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) while continuing to offer a high
throughput SDR solution.
The next step?
Inarguably useful in a great many applications, cognitive radio
is simply the latest iteration of a continuous evolution in mobile
communications. While products may currently be limited to
defence applications, the next few years should see some
exciting new cognitive radios brought to market for commercial
areas too.
So, what’s next? Even with cognitive radio in its infancy, we’re
hearing about the next iteration, intelligent radio, which is
essentially cognitive radio that is capable of self-learning to
increase performance and make decisions based on experience.
This next step delves into the world of artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML), a complex topic that is not nearly
as futuristic as one might imagine.
GMC
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In expectation of 5G
technologies
Blu Wireless focuses on very high frequency mmWave communications
systems with customers around the world. Chief Marketing Officer and
Co-founder Mark Barrett shared the company’s latest innovations, and
the strategies being adopted in the face of militaries prioritizing their
modernisation budgets in expectation of 5G technologies.
Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor, Global Military Communications
Mark Barrett, Chief Marketing Officer
and Co-founder, Blu Wireless

GMC: How does military 5G differ from typical commercial 5G deployments?
Mark Barrett: Millions of dollars are being spent on bringing 5G technologies to
the military, a major objective being the roll out of Joint All-Domain Command
and Control (JADC2) applications, which integrate naval, land and air forces, via
decentralised communications networks. That is at the upper end of the demand.
5G is also thoroughly relevant to simple tactical communications connecting
individual soldiers and vehicles to their bases via simple, reliable networks.
Blu Wireless is best known for delivering the latter set of applications. Our
technology is very low size weight and power (SWaP), typically 10W or so in a 1
or 2kg multi-node system, easily deployed on a forward operating vehicle or a
soldier’s backpack.
We can deliver these wireless mmWave communications networks with a
low probability of intercept and detection. Commoditized commercial
communications equipment, such as 4GLTE and Wi-Fi systems, offers good
communications, but are easy to detect, making them obvious targets for electronic
warfare systems, so it’s important to recognise these pitfalls in the deployment of
future systems. mmWave allows for a more covert signal, almost impossible to
detect via current generation electronic warfare systems. For example, a typical
transmission at 60GHz would be approx. 150dB below the noise floor of an EW
receiver at 10km range.
Another advantage we leverage is simple mechanisms, which make our
communications resemble wireless Ethernet rather than telecoms. In
telecommunications, you’ll need to manage a more complex operation requiring
extensive configuration and specialist telecom equipment knowledge, which
organisations may not be able to mobilise across their deployments, particularly
on short notice. When you combine the low SWaP, covert performance, our gigabit

GMC
Q&A
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capacity, ease of use, and legacy compatibility you end up with
quite a compelling combination for tactical applications.
Military and mission-critical applications often have quite
specific needs too, requiring particular frequencies from 5771GHz up to even 90GHz or down to 30GHz for long-range
applications up to 50km out. Our platform is frequency agnostic
in terms of which part of the mmWave band we accommodate,
making the best use of IEEE 5G technology.
GMC: What is the mobile industry doing to meet the
requirements of military 5G networks?
Mark Barrett: We have seen several mobile network
manufacturers targeting military applications across 4 and 5G
for communications. As I mentioned earlier, these are the sort
of signals that are potentially susceptible to electronic warfare,
which represents a lingering concern among end-users, but for
certain use cases, for example communications within static
military installations, the technology is appropriate.
Some projects here involve supplying more advanced and
integrated communications for large, fixed military installations,
not necessarily at the fighting edge, perhaps delivering
connections that support the welfare of personnel, which makes
detection and interception a less critical concern.
It’s a growing area that I couldn’t speak on in detail, though
there’s plenty of potential for growth as the next generation of
connections cement themselves into common usage.
GMC: What are the common use cases for military 5G?
Mark Barrett: To best answer this, you need to take a step back
to examine what the current generation of technology looks like.

Since the 1990s, Bowman has supplied the baseline
communications system for the UK, introduced in 2010 to replace
the analogue radio equipment used previously which was known
as Clansman.
Bowman is limited to a data throughput of about 500Kbps
per terminal, which was high-end and quite expensive at the
time. Today, a connection speed like that wouldn’t be considered
acceptable for modern data and IP video communications.
However, this equipment represented an improvement in modern
military communications technology, which has satisfied a huge
demand at the fighting edge for digital agility but looking ahead
most emergent situational awareness solutions and JADC2
infrastructure requires more.
A single high-definition IP video stream requires 10-15Mbps
of throughput. When it comes to multiple streams across multiple
sensors, that demand multiplies. Hence, modern requirements
are closer to the region of 50-100 Mbps. I am aware that the UK
military is on that same page and action is underway to
modernise communications networks. The Morpheus
programme is one such example.
GMC: What are the considerations from the point of view of
size, weight, and power (SWaP)?
Mark Barrett: Blu Wireless has a reputation as a leading system
on chip (SoC) development company. The integration of complex
functionality on a single piece of silicon has numerous
advantages such as power consumption and performance
thanks to the minimisation of the needed programmable chips.
There’s also flexibility in this approach, for example, in our
original design stages, we did not set out to support mobility,

Roof mounted Blu Wireless nodes on army landrovers. Photo courtesy of Blu Wireless
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but because we had prepared for doppler compensation, we
can support mobility quite comfortably to well in excess of several
hundred kilometres per hour.
Typically, we integrate our mmWave and modem technology
alongside an ARM-based Linux Network Processor, which offers
additional software flexibility for IP layer switching. That flexibility
extends to edge computing functionality, which allows us to run
data/video analytics and other applications on the same
equipment used for communications, all within a total power
envelope of 30W or so. That is including robust aluminium
chassis for rugged deployment and self-aligning sophistication
which soldiers or teams needn’t worry about as they move.
This can be compared to a typical mobile base station which
delivers tens of Mbps at a power consumption of 1-1.5kW, where
our IEEE 5G solution can supply up to 2Gbps within a SWaP of
30W.
GMC: mmWave technology, based on open standards, is
enabling new use cases for tactical 5G networks that utilise
unlicensed (non-commercial) spectrum and are resilient to
channel interference. But they require installing many more
cell sites than those operating in the lower bands. How can
this challenge be addressed?
Mark Barrett: The underlying assumption in the question is that
the range in mmWave is low, which is not correct. The properties
of the mmWave optimize it for line-of-sight communications. In
our IEEE 5G system, we use software controlled phased array
antennas that automatically detect and optimize the link. Highfrequency (HF) or ver y-high-frequency (VHF) military
communications are best for long-range connections beyond
the line of sight (50-100 km), which is perfect for long range
voice communications, though they typically deliver low
bandwidth and so don’t meet many modern data communication
requirements.

mmWave is no panacea though. It’s susceptible to loss
caused by foliage, for instance, which can be addressed with
mesh networks using edge compute capability at each node to
intelligently route data in the event of networking over vegetated
environments.
When it comes to high data rate demand, you need mmWave
with flexible implementation, complimented as necessary with
low-frequency radios serving as backup devices. With a mixed
portfolio like this, all your bases are covered.
GMC: What about interoperability and backward
compatibility of 5G with its 4G and 3G predecessors?
Mark Barrett: All generations are based on standards developed
by the 3G public partnership (3GPP), which is a group of
companies operating in the mobile operating industry like
vendors and operators which have been collaborating for 20-25
years on interoperable standards for mobile communications.
The underlying centralised system architecture has not changed,
which generally guarantees interoperability. We use a version
of 5G which is part of the IEEE family of wireless and wired
(Ethernet) communications.
In our case, the interoperability point is at the MAC and IP
layers. As I mentioned, everything we do is based on IP packet
IEEE 802.3 Ethernet networking. For integration with 3GPP 5G,
4G, and 3G systems we would typically connect via an Ethernet
gateway. We also have a number of commercial projects which
integrate one with the other, for example on ORAN backhaul for
mobile networks.
Blu Wireless is developing very advanced commercial off
the shelf (COTS) technology, heavily invested in both internally
and externally. We’re now working on bringing new features to
IEEE 5G technology around mobility, frequency, agnostic
behaviour, and flexibility overlayed into a product for military
use cases.
GMC

Millions of dollars are being spent on bringing 5G technologies to the military, a major objective being the roll out of Joint
All-Domain Command and Control (JADC2) applications, which integrate naval, land and air forces, via decentralised
communications networks. Photo courtesy of Blu Wireless.
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Bolstering US
military defense
capabilities in areas
of observation and
space-based defense
mechanisms
Is the militarization of space by non-aligned international
actors outpacing US efforts? And what role could the
emerging US satellite servicing industry play to mitigate
these in space threats? China is aggressively advancing
their robotic capabilities in space and aims to militarize
space with an array of capabilities intended to target US
and allied satellites as part of its ambitious plans to displace
the US in space. Russia was caught ‘buzzing US spy
satellites’ and in 2020 tested a new anti-satellite weapon
capability releasing a small projectile from its Kosmos-2543
sub-satellite.

Jeromy Grimmett, Founder & Chief Executive Officer, Rogue
Space Systems Corporation
The Chinese formed their military space unit within the
People’s Liberation Army Strategic Support Force (PLASSF) in
2009. The PLASSF encompasses electronic warfare, cyber and
space, and is their de facto ‘space force.’ On 26 March 2021,
China launched The Long March 6 rocket, where they deployed
a prototype named NEO-1 to demonstrate active debris removal
in low Earth orbit (LEO). The prototype’s mission will be to target
a piece of debris, capture it with its net, then tow that debris into
the atmosphere where it is expected to burn up on reentry.
Usually, a 30kg satellite with electric propulsion is
unremarkable and would not cause much concern, but this
spacecraft is equipped with a device specifically designed to
capture another object in space and use its propulsive capability

Photo courtesy Rogue Space Laura Orbot TM
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Jeromy Grimmett, Founder & Chief
Executive Officer, Rogue Space Systems
Corporation

to destroy the target. Why is a spacecraft of this nature so
concerning? One may answer; that we have anti-satellite missiles
that could destroy such a target if it got too close, but again the
reality is by doing so you are creating a debris field which then
threatens the asset you meant to protect, and the adversary
knows this. Thus, building a system that can be an effective
‘satellite killer’ that does not create a debris field that threatens
your own assets is highly valuable when operating in the
increasingly crowded LEO environment.
Russian aggression
On 10 February 2020, Time magazine reported Gen. John ‘Jay’
Raymond as having deep concerns over a Russian satellite
trailing one of our own assets by only 100 miles. A hundred
miles in space is equivalent to the growing close calls that Russia
has been conducting terrestrially with greater frequency over
the past several years, such as their jet fighters buzzing our
ships in the Black Sea and planes speeding past within a few
yards of US military aircraft near Alaska.
Their aggression on Earth is being mirrored in space and
there are no signs of this behavior changing. Russia is supporting
a few space startups in the debris cleanup market, including
one that is attempting to use a sticky foam web to entangle and
capture another object in space. This is an indication that they
recognize that the funding and support of innovative small private
firms can deliver dual-purpose spacecrafts and systems for
military application quickly and without government hindrance.
It is difficult to see anything outside of nefarious intent of US
adversaries as a space ‘hawk.’ However, it is possible that
countries like China and Russia are looking to come out of the
shadow of the mighty US Space Program. They are striving to
increase their stature on the world stage by intensifying and
advancing their space program. China’s economy is growing,
which enables them with the financial support for a capitalintensive space program. Unfortunately, when you combine their
actions in space to their behavior here on Earth, the reality
becomes clear that they are positioning themselves in a
significantly adversarial and threatening posture relative to US
National Security interests in space.
Challenges in the 21st Century
Now let us put this all together: 1) The US has fallen behind in
developing satellite servicing technologies; 2) with several
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technical successes in the past couple of years, China’s stature
and dominance is rising in LEO, the Moon, and Mars; 3) Russia
is continuing their pattern of harassment using small spacecrafts
in LEO.
To my knowledge, there have been no demonstrations of
orbital services as it relates to robotic repair and assistance,
active debris removal or inter-orbital transport by a private US
company outside of Northrup Grumman’s MEV missions. While
the MEV is an amazing accomplishment, the dearth of US
technologies in these areas still exist. This is the challenge for
the US today, which is to surpass even our ally’s commercial
support (i.e., Japan’s Astroscale and Europe’s Clearspace).
These political, technical, and geo-relational developments are
pointing to very real and potentially dangerous confrontations
in the space domain, should these patterns of behavior and the
technical successes of our various adversaries continue along
this path in this 21st Century Space Superiority Race.
The role of commercial partners in space
The US is in a race to gain dominance in the space realm with
technologies beyond that of launch vehicles and off-world
robotics. As stated earlier, I believe that the US is behind when
it comes to orbital services, in-space transport, and the
technologies necessary to truly bring about a USSF with
superiority in addressing these adversarial challenges. Defense
has been leveraging the commercial sector for decades to deliver
solutions they need and where they lack knowledge or expertise,
most recently in the areas of biotechnology with COVID-19,
artificial intelligence and unmanned systems and smaller drone
aircraft. How do we make this happen for our space guardians?
Well, the market has been established with the advent of the
USSF, now it is time for the US Government to leverage the
most powerful, dynamic, agile, and creative ecosystem in this
history of the world; The American Small Business, namely,
‘Space Startups.’ A community of incomparable technologists,
engineers, and scientists that need one thing to happen: Provide
the funding and cooperation we need as quickly as we can move,
not at ‘the speed of government.’ The government’s inability to

be as nimble as American Small Business is a threat to US
National Security. Full financial and political support from the
US Government is needed to develop these technologies and
catch up with international actors. Consequently, the American
Small Business can and will deliver a suite of unparalleled
capabilities and benefits.
Small business and startups are the incubators of innovation
where defense and government may garner the creativity and
agility for the race for space dominance. Defense needs the
flexibility that the commercial small businesses and startups
provide to drive rapid innovations, solutions, engineering, and
necessary technologies into the hands of our guardians.
Disruption grows from the bottom; exactly what defense needs
to meet the challenges with existing adversaries. Defense needs
speed and agility; Rogue can provide this in spades.
Funding of commercial partners
Defense should rely on the commercial sector to give the USSF
the eyes and ears in space they need today. By providing funding
to the development of small satellite and CubeSat form factors
the commercial sector can accelerate innovative solutions in
the space domain, benefiting the USSF especially in observation
and inspection. It is a strategic imperative for the USSF to have
spacecraft capable of providing observation and inspection
services, not just from an intelligence perspective, but also that
of maintaining, supporting, and defending our own US space
assets. These smaller classes of spacecraft have previously
been overlooked due to their extremely limited capabilities and
their typical use as research and testing platforms. It is within
Rogue’s reach to bring highly resilient, agile, and feature rich
sub-300kg spacecrafts to the market with dual use capability
for both the commercial and defense markets. Approximately,
10 percent of critical anomalies in GEO satellites occur within
the first 60 days of launch, which accounts for 36 percent loss
of satellite capabilities. The commercial sector, including Rogue
Space Systems, will provide solutions to help mitigate or prevent
these types of losses in such high value assets in space.
Since 2000 in GEO alone, according to available data, there

Photo courtesy Rogue Space Laura Orbot TM
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have been at least 62 instances where an inspection could have
prevented major losses to a private operator. It does not sound
like much, but most data on these anomalies are not made public
and typically kept completely confidential. Where there are 62
critical anomalies on privately owned GEO spacecraft over 21
years, there are bound to be many more we do not know about
in commercial, government and the defense sectors. This also
demonstrates that critical national security satellites may have
failed, be at risk, and can benefit from in-space satellite servicing
which Rogue provides. How large of an impact could observation
and inspection have for these critical assets? It is immeasurable
when we are talking about US National Security.
One of the arguments against these small form factor
spacecrafts is the lack of redundancy and resilience. However,
the redundancy required for the components in these spacecrafts
can be developed quickly. Perhaps not to the level of their larger
counterparts, but enough so that their resilience can be drawn
upon in sheer numbers of the swarm they would operate. A loss
of a few due to some component failure would far outweigh the
benefits of having dozens operating together to defend or
observe an asset of great import. By having these swarms, the
USSF would be able to easily diversify and quickly deploy assets
into space having redundancy, resilience, and reliance by their
sheer numbers and drastically lower costs of replacements.
Mitigating the deficiencies of these systems can be
accomplished through focused research, development, and
engineering coupled with the scalability of swarm functioning
spacecrafts.
Highly advanced, resilient, and dynamic CubeSat and
SmallSat spacecrafts are achievable with technology that exists
in today’s market. Equipping a CubeSat bus with the appropriate
sensors and imaging systems is a very real and attainable
solution in a short timeframe. Placing that system, or a group of
them, into orbit can be done with relative ease with multiple
launch companies operating rideshare programs at a low cost

and frequent launches, which allows the propagation of these
spacecrafts to happen very quickly and affordably (i.e., Rocket
Lab, Firefly, Astra, and VOX Space). Once on station, their
detection, especially in GEO will be extremely difficult and allow
for monitoring of US-flagged space assets, and ultimately
provide the level of deterrence the US needs in the space
domain. Our monitoring CubeSat can then detect, track, and
record any approaching spacecraft that may come into range,
and provide a defense mechanism for the asset it is positioned
to protect. As Capt. Michael Nayak stated in Air & Space Power
Journal in 2017, “Never before has there been the capability for
a force so large to be wielded from a body so small. CubeSats
are poised to become the stealth aircraft of space technology.”
The US Government needs to engage the commercial sector in
developing these technologies which will give us the clear and
unmistakable advantage in the space domain.
Final thoughts
With the growing capabilities of our adversaries, it is necessary
that the US Defense Community devote more resources and
support to the commercial sector when it comes to satellite
servicing, observation, inspection, and even transport. These
technologies culminate in a critical revision that is essential to
US National Security, so that we may provide the USSF with
the capabilities they will need to defend US space interests.
Observation and inspection are just the beginning and will serve
as the foundation for more advanced robotics, close-proximity
operating systems, and autonomous functions the USSF and
Defense community needs in space today.
As much as I and others, would like to harken back to the
days of an altruistic global enterprise where space brings all
humanity together, we must recognize that the riches of
discovery and prosperity beckon through and beyond our solar
system, and we must remain vigilant while we endeavor for
continued peace in space.
GMC

Photo courtesy Rogue Space Laura Orbot TM
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Advancing global
military tactical
communications
Tactical communications are an ever-advancing area of
technologies, served by a collection of extremely highquality original equipment manufacturers across the world.
The MILSATCOM market is currently in deep transition,
with numerous exciting developments underway.
Peter Detlefs, Business Development Manager, AQYR
Technology
Without a doubt, our industry is in a transition phase with
multiple ongoing developments. The emergence of MEO/LEO
HTS offerings, the decline of GEO and C-band, innovation in
the ground segment (electronically and optically steered flat
panel phased array systems), new waveforms (NewTec Dialog
and the DoD contracted Protected Tactical Enterprise Service
(PTES) and Protected Tactical Waveform (PTW)), a greater need
for resiliency, a call for integrated solutions such as Positioning,
Navigation, and Timing (PNT), digital IF requirements and
corporate consolidations and/or closings and bankruptcies all
add to chaos. The good news is that we at Antenna Research
Associates (ARA) believe that this transition phase will, and is,
leading to significant market growth - like the way the fibre/
terrestrial market changed in the early 2000s.
Market trends
Our research has shown that the global satcom industry will
experience considerable growth post-pandemic with
approximately 50 percent of the growth coming from the defense
sector and the other 50 percent from the commercial sector.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the largest growth areas
in the general telecommunications industry with marketing
analysts anticipating global revenues of over US$265 billion by
2027. The emerging LEO market segment will play a significant
role in overall commercial satcom market growth. LEO carriers
and LEO terminals will drive the SATCOM portion of this growth.
There is a large market that is gone untapped, as nearly
four billion people do not use the Internet, with lack of access

Peter Detlefs, Business Development Manager,
AQYR Technology

being the biggest factor. This factor leads industry chiefs to have
optimism that LEO satellites can deliver on their broadband
promise, but the path to commercial viability is littered with
uncertainty and challenges. The future IoT world also provides
the LEO/MEO/SmallSat market with optimism as it seems
extremely well suited for this market.
Many analysts have cited the LEO market as being at the
highest risk for recovery due to the COVID-19 global pandemic.
The pandemic, combined with an already longer than expected
development timeframe and budget overruns, has led to limited
access of critical private funding necessary to develop the
technology and network infrastructures. The pandemic has also
led to significant supply chain issues for the foreseeable future
(supply chain issues for FETs had already caused significant
delays in SSPA/BUC delivery times pre-COVID-19).
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has also
displayed skepticism and plans to limit satellite operators to lower
speed and higher latency tiers in the upcoming Rural Digital

Graphic courtesy of AQYR
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terminals of all sizes, large, medium, and small. A digital IF
initiative can yield early and disproportionately high return on a
modest investment. This is because relatively little new
technology is required to begin the migration to all-digital
MILSATCOM terminals. Such a migration offers clear paths to
unprecedented growth of services to the warfighter. Work is now
in progress to study digital IF architectures and to experimentally
prototype digital terminal systems, subsystems, and signal
formats.

Graphic courtesy of AQYR

Graphic courtesy of AQYR

Opportunity Fund (RDOF) reverse auction. This is a setback for
the industry as it suggests the FCC is unconvinced that LEO
satellite operators will deliver on their speed and latency claims.
Furthermore, the space industry is concerned about the
theoretical scenario called the Kessler syndrome, whereby the
density of LEO satellites is high enough that collisions between
them generate space debris that increase the likelihood of further
collisions.
While GPS provides PNT data to both military and civilian
users under normal conditions, it is subject to interference by
adversaries. Recognizing the DoD’s reliance on GPS, potential
adversaries are developing increasingly capable jammers and
spoofers to deny the use of GPS data to our military forces. The
denial, or disruption, of GPS creates serious issues for our
military units in combat and during daily operations.
For this reason, the DoD is looking at OEMs to develop
alternative PNT capabilities to complement GPS. Resulting
alternative PNT sources would mitigate issues, even when GPS
is available, to check the accuracy of each source, including
GPS, and combine data to ensure accuracy in a degraded or
denied GPS environment.
There is also a compelling case for transitioning military
satellite communications (MILSATCOM) terminal architectures
from conventional analog IF (Intermediate Frequency) formats
to newer more capable Digital IF systems. This includes limited
real estate, capacity, safety, OpEx, and resiliency/flexibility.
Perhaps the biggest factor is resiliency/flexibility, as the
advantages of digital IF provides communications assurances
during potential conflicts and threats from US enemies.
Digital IF has been shown to offer clear and substantial
advantages in all aspects of MILSATCOM terminal activity and
operations, from development to deployment, from signal quality
to cost and footprint, including control, monitoring and alarm
(CMA) systems to built-in test (BIT) features. Significant
performance, cost and footprint advantages can be realized in
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Satcom terminal trends
The global satcom terminal market is expected to reach annual
revenues of US$36.75 billion by 2026. The fastest growing
market segment for satcom terminals is predicted to by the
maritime industry (CAGR: 13.3 percent), followed by commercial
(CAGR: 7.5 percent), military (CAGR: 6.98 percent) and aero
(5.19 percent CAGR). However, the most profitable segment
will remain the military satcom market (for OEMs, not necessarily
resellers and distributors).
By integrating an alternative PNT solution into a VSAT
terminal that utilizes signals of opportunity (SoOP) from a
combination of commercial and military space systems into a
VSAT terminal, the DoD can mitigate GPS threat levels 4, 5,
and 6.
Once terminals transition to digital waveform transport,
MILSATCOM terminals can leverage advances in computing,
IP, and Ethernet to achieve more capacity and bandwidth. This
means more links per terminal and higher traffic throughput per
link with no corresponding non-recurring engineering (NRE).
By moving the digital conversion as close to the antenna as
possible, several efficiencies in SWAP and performance can be
achieved. First, the individual converters can be replaced with
wideband, multi-carrier digital up-and-down converters that are
located with the antenna. Additionally, the complex switch matrix
can be eliminated and replaced with a lightweight digital
distribution system. The modem functions can also be
consolidated into multi-card enclosures, where several carriers
can be implemented on a single programmable processor card.
Tactical/portable terminal trends
While there has been little innovation within this class of
terminals, our research into the tactical/portable market shows
the need for smaller, lighter, more easily deployed terminals
(i.e., SWAP) with improved flexibility (such as multi-band
capabilities). Consistent with their resiliency needs, the DoD is
pushing for small tri- or quad-band, WGS/ARSTRAT certified,
MIL-STD terminals. The DoD is also interested in ground
terminals with integrated solution capabilities such as PNT, digital
IF and integrated Protected Wave Form (PTW) modems.
Like tactical/portable manpack terminals, the comms-on-thepause (COTP) terminals have seen few recent developments
within this market segment.
Comms-on-the-move terminal trends
The obvious trend in the comms-on-the-move (COTM) market
segment is in flat panel antenna systems. The first adopter flat
panel phased array OEMs employ a technology with an inherent
limitation of operating only to a 30o look angle as compared to
Bore Sight. These terminals also have limited gain capabilities.
Another OEM is designing a still un-proven, optically steered
phased array. Another issue for the flat panel market to overcome
is in working with the FCC to gain approval for the inclusion of
higher power BUCs (which as necessary to deliver higher Tx
data rates), as the FCC is concerned with spectral density
issues, side lobe performance, pointing constraints and potential
ASI. However, there are several industry OEMs performing
significant work to overcome these issues with great strides
being made every quarter.
Alternative satcom technologies
In an era when communication is the mainstay of warfare, relying
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on satellites is not enough; troposcatter technology is making a
comeback. Tropospheric communication systems utilize the
lower por tion of the Ear th’s atmosphere to transmit
communication traffic to ranges of hundreds of kilometers.
Significant technological progress made in recent years has
enabled the development of moder n tropospheric
communication systems, capable of conveying bandwidths of
up to 50Mbps to ranges of hundreds of kilometers. These
systems are similar in size to the satellite communication
systems and can utilize the same antennae used for tradition
SATCOM. The new equipment offers advanced modulation
methods, error correction codes, different frequencies, spatial
separation, and other techniques enabling highly reliable, readily
available communication year-round. Tropospheric advantages
include:

•
•
•
•
•

Stable communication regardless of a line of sight (long
communication ranges of hundreds of kilometers with no
need for relays);
An independent communication channel with no need for
third-party services (for example, satellite operators);
Communication that does not depend on the availability of
satellite resources;
Secure communication, difficult to jam; and
Short delays, up to about 20 milliseconds.

In view of these advantages, numerous armed forces are
acquiring tropospheric communication systems alongside their
satellite communication systems, based on the understanding
that these systems provide an additional tier that complements
satellite communication, which is not always available. In combat

zones, satellite resources are always in short supply and
demand far exceeds the satellite resources available.
Communication is costly in the long run, and there are
applications that are sensitive to delays (such as the
communication links between the radar system and the
launchers in Patriot SAM batteries). Tropospheric communication
systems are being used more extensively in the civilian field as
well, mainly by the oil and gas industry. Many oil drilling and
exploration companies base their communication with their
offshore drilling rigs, which are often located hundreds of
kilometers away from the shore, on tropospheric communication
systems.
ARA’s plan to meet market challenges and trends
Antenna Research Associates (ARA), based in Laurel, MD, is a
privately owned small business with over 55 years of experience
in successfully designing, developing, and manufacturing
antennas and RF systems for both military and civilian
applications. ARA’s antenna and RF systems are used across
a multitude of industries including Communication Networks,
Unmanned Air Systems, SATCOM, RADAR, RF Surveillance
and Jamming for Electronic Warfare, Spectrum Operations and
Border Patrol, Public Safety Networks, and Civilian markets.
By purchasing AQYR Technologies in July 2020, ARA and
AQYR are now aligned, positioned, and developing new
integrated communications systems to better meet the military’s
ever-evolving requirements, focusing on added system/
networking resiliency, performance, integrated solutions, and
cost-effectiveness.
ARA Engineers are developing a Multi-Focal Feed in X-,
Ku- and Ka-bands for integration into new AQYR VSATs. We
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are developing a single VSAT system that can support 12
different configurations in two transportable cases and can be
set-up and pointed in under 10 minutes – the Saterra.
Optionally, the Saterra can have an integrated Alternative
Positioning, Navigation and Timing Suite (APNT) suite and digital
IF options. With the optional APNT capability, AQYR VSAT
systems will mitigate DoD GPS threat Levels 4, 5 and 6 (Long
Local GPS Outages, Long Regional GPS Outages and Long
Global GPS Outages, respectively) and is applicable to both
the military and commercial markets (such as strategic
commands, satellite news gathering, land-based mining, cruise,
oil and gas, and freight).
The Saterra - being introduced at the Satellite 2021 Show is additive to our recently released Typhoon Version 2.0, which
is a Ku-band VSAT that auto acquires in under two minutes.

Acknowledging that the troposcatter market is making a
comeback, ARA is working on a transportable multi-band
troposcatter terminal that will bring a new level of resilience and
transportability to the marketplace.
We envision a troposcatter terminal that includes autoacquisition/auto-track capabilities with frequency agility and
providing enhanced survivability with a reduced footprint. The
multi-band feed system maximizes efficiencies by applying
angle-diversity.
ARA recognizes that today’s most advanced electronically
steered arrays (ESA) are still specific to a par ticular
communications band and that they are not easily reconfigurable
or scalable. ARA Engineers are also beginning to look at ways
to develop a new software defined COTM ESA that will alleviate
these issues.
GMC

Typhoon. Photo courtesy of AQYR
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Staying connected during ‘dark
mode’ operations
As physical and cyber threats become increasingly
dispersed, military organisations have had to shift to a more
distributed operating model, and more equipment and
personnel operating in remote forward environments brings
the potential for connectivity disruption. This puts increasing
pressure on supporting software to ensure asset data can
be collected, stored, and synced back to main operating
bases, to mitigate the impact of any outage and keeping
all military stakeholders on the same page.

Matt Medley, Senior Product Manager, IFS
In line with outside world connectivity advances, defence
organisations have made significant strides to digitally link their
assets, personnel, and commanders. In fact, most modern
fighting forces now rely on a digital backbone which underpins
all operations and has allowed military organisations to almost
constantly monitor the status and health of the assets at their
disposal—making Total Asset Readiness® an achievable goal.
However, this digital backbone is being put to the test due to
the increasing shift towards a more distributed operating model,
with personnel and assets operating in small Forward Operating
Bases (FOBs) to address isolated threats or minimise attack
vulnerability. Any connectivity interruption, planned of unplanned,
can derail Total Asset Readiness and it’s these periods of nonconnectivity that the spotlight is now on both inside and outside
the military. At the beginning of the year, Gartner listed ‘anywhere
operations’ as one of its top strategic technology predictions,
defined as “an IT operating model designed to support customers
everywhere, enable employees everywhere and manage the
deployment of business services across distributed
infrastructures.”
Failing to support such distributed operations carries far more
consequences in the military world than business though. At
the critical moment of service, when a commander is planning
a mission to deploy key assets, they must have a consistent
and correct status report for the equipment at their disposal.
Failure at this crucial moment could compromise mission
success and the safety of military personnel.
Distributed operations raise connectivity concerns
A recent study from RAND Corporation, an American non-profit
global policy think tank created by the Douglas Aircraft Company
to offer research and analysis to the United States Armed Forces,
illustrates this perfectly in the context of the Air Force. The study
focuses on a set of emerging concepts for ‘distributed operations’
that call for a larger number of airbases to complicate enemy
targeting and use a more decentralised command and control
approach.
In direct response to increased air and missile threats posed
to larger main bases, the study notes that the US Air Force is
shifting toward concentrating on conducting missions from
smaller forward operating locations or bases. In order to
maximise visibility, there needs to be consistent connectivity
between a main operating centre or base (MOB) and these
distributed FOBs. RAND then rightly highlights that any
disruption to this connectivity by enemy attack on long-distance
communications systems, including satellites and long-distance
fibre, can seriously compromise mission success.
There are also planned instances where units will be
conducting operations in ‘dark mode’. A small percentage of
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Matt Medley, Senior Product Manager, IFS

top-secret military operations will, by their sensitive nature, take
place in a disconnected environment, without outside-world
connectivity and with a purposely minimised electronic signature.
For some military units, planned instances of disconnected
operations is part of the normal day-to-day business. Think a
navy frigate sailing in the South Pacific where it operates in a
disconnected, intermittent, and limited bandwidth mode for much
of its detachment unless using satellite.
The key requirement in both of these unplanned and planned
disconnected operations scenarios is the ability to aggregate,
update and re-sync data back to a MOB as soon as connectivity
is re-established — mitigating the impact of any outage.
Digital and physical asset footprints must be in sync -–
information consistency is key to support disconnected
operations
When units are deployed in limited forward operating
environments, it can become challenging to bring full software
systems such as those designed for asset maintenance onto
the frontline—thankfully most military organisations are able to
do that when network connectivity is robust.
But supporting software is often interrupted when a network
goes down. Militaries need the ability to continue operating a
network at a moment’s notice, even when all outside connectivity
is lost, and then incrementally re-sync information such as
engineering and maintenance data, technical records and more.
Although this may sound simple, this is a very complex
undertaking from a data architecture perspective.
Let’s take an aircraft as an example. When transferring an
aircraft from a MOB to a new forward operating node it is not
only the physical asset which is being sent! Its logistics support
material needs to move with it, from up-to-date technical records
to physical spare parts.
During operations, the aircraft’s systems will probably be
connected via internet, radio, satellite Internet, VoIP etc. 99
percent of the time — but it’s the one percent of time it may
spend disconnected which opens potential problems in data
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consistency. Without consistent information on what has taken
place in the field, such as maintenance, the MOB or home station
cannot gain a single version of the truth on the aircraft’s status
and availability — limiting a commander’s ability to make
decisions, particularly if they’re making decisions about a mission
from the other side of the world.
This scenario of course applies to many military assets, you
only have to look at naval equipment, which commonly operates
at huge scale and in disconnected environments. This scale is
only set to increase, as current US Navy plants highlight a forcelevel goal for an even more distributed fleet architecture,
including 382 to 446 manned ships and 143 to 242 large UVs
by 2045.
A feedback loop must be established
Flipping the scenario around, there will also be key equipment
updates that will be communicated out from an MOB and need
to be received by personnel in an FOB. Entire assets come with
an allowable baseline configuration, which will be subject to
change and updates on a regular basis. In defence operations,
the Central Engineering Authority (CEA) creates and maintains
the maintenance and equipment baselines, and baselines at
autonomous bases must remain as up to date as possible.
Continuing the aircraft example, any changes to its allowable
configuration or critical technical bulletins must be ‘pushed’
outwards to all operational nodes. Depending on its current
status, certain airworthiness updates may directly impact an
individual aircraft’s safety and ability to carry out a mission, so
they must be accessible for the personnel operating the aircraft
on the front line.
Two-way data exchange ensures all parties are viewing
timely and accurate information, and this data-driven approach
directly translates into better strategic decision-making. The
answer to Total Asset Readiness in distributed operations doesn’t
lie in ‘quantity’ – for example more maintenance personnel to
keep assets running – it lies in ‘quality’ data—consistent,
accurate and timely information to drive more efficient asset
management.

records transfers along with the asset. Workflow management
functionality should prepare deployments and imports of assets
from MOBs to FOBs and inversely from FOBs to MOBs. When
assets are transferred, baseline updates and a portion of their
technical records are automatically transferred. Conversely,
bases can view the batch number their location is using and
request an update from MOB or CEA.
2. Technical records repository
In situations where technical records for an asset are created in
multiple internal or external systems, command or central
maintenance management requires an aggregated view of an
asset’s technical records. A Technical Records Repository (TRR)
should enable planners, reliability departments and others to
view the full set of historical records for maintenance performed
and usage accrued on an aircraft or component. Bases that
perform maintenance can keep the central TRR up-to-date by
sending technical record updates through the built-in workflow
manager feature.
3. Integration with core maintenance system
This disconnected operations functionality should be fully
integrated into core maintenance management software,
eliminating the need for data duplication. This integration delivers
a complete spectrum of military equipment maintenance
management in a single integrated business platform.
Total Asset Readiness maintained – regardless of
connectivity disruption
Only software architecture built to provide a secure feedback
loop between MOBs and FOBs can mitigate the impact of any
connectivity outage — planned or unplanned. With the ability to
collect and sync data during and after dark mode operations,
commanders, maintenance engineers and frontline operators
are all on the same page when it comes to the availability and
condition of key equipment. When equipment is deployed at the
key moment of service, all three parties can be assured that
asset is mission ready.
GMC

Containerised software architecture becomes critical
To effectively manage disconnected operations, the underlying
software infrastructure requires the capability to aggregate,
consolidate and store data, while providing physical and
software-based hardening against attack. Incremental
reconsolidation from supporting software is the most effective
way to facilitate a two-way information exchange between an
MOB and FOB.
Once an asset returns to connected status, supporting
software must sync information both ways, establishing a
feedback loop to ensure there is an accurate and up to date
single version of the truth down to the individual asset level.
The other critical requirements to keep all parties updated when
information is resynced are scale, security, and user experience.
This is where containerised architecture is key and involves
bundling an application together with all of its related
configuration files, libraries and dependencies required for it to
run in an efficient and bug-free way across different computing
environments. Containerisation meets the challenges of scale,
rapid deployability and being self-contained as secure,
standalone software.
Three key benefits from disconnected operations software
Military operators require purpose-built software to address the
unique challenges of operating from remote and austere
environments in the following focus areas:
1. Asset compliance and baseline updates
Supporting software should be able to address the core
requirement needed to transfer assets between nodes for military
operations, including asset transfers (air vehicle and loose
inventory), baseline transfers along with the asset, and technical
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A Royal Air Force space operator oversees a demonstration at Lockheed Martin's Centre for Innovation in Suffolk, US,
during Global Sentinel 19. Photo courtesy USSC

What the Integrated Review says
about the UK space industry
In March, the UK Government released The Integrated
Review (IR) 2021, subtitled ‘Global Britain in a Competitive
Age,’ a lengthy policy paper produced by the Cabinet Office
detailing ‘the government’s vision for the UK’s role in the
world over the next decade, and the action we will take to
2025.’ While extensive, the review highlighted a number of
military and economic objectives surrounding priorities in
the space domain, shining a light on the UK’s procurement
strategies.

Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor, Global Military
Communications
The long-awaited Integrated Review addressed several
questions with the British defence industry and procurement
strategy, including some valuable points about the UK
Government’s position on space.
As well as stating various positions, the review quoted a
series of helpful stats on the industry up to date for 2021. At the
time of publishing, the UK space industry employed 42,000
people and generated £14.8 billion annually, with more satellites
produced in Scotland alone than any other European country.
The review is also proud to report the UK’s position as fourth
on the Global Innovation Index as of 2020, reflecting a culture
that attracts a healthy amount of venture capital, supported by
state stimulus. A commitment is mentioned to increase economywide investment in research and development to 2.4 percent of
the nation’s gross domestic product (GDP) by 2027.
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Launch in 2022
The review reiterated the UK Government’s expectation to see
a space launch from the UK in 2022. Although neither provider
nor spaceport is named, many launches have been scheduled
or rescheduled for the year, primarily at SaxaVord Spaceport,
(then quoted as Shetland Spaceport) with Lockheed; or Skyrora
and Orbex planning to launch at Sutherland Spaceport; and
Virgin Orbit at Spaceport Cornwall. For years, other spaceports
have been rumoured, predominantly at other sites in Scotland;
Snowdonia appears to be the most likely to be the fourth location,
though progress there has been slow. This will be the first space
launch from the UK in history, given previous launch efforts such
as the Black Arrow rocket being launched overseas.
The UK has pre-existing relationships with its neighbours
and allies in space launch, having supported Skyrora’s Skylark
Micro launch in Iceland’s Langanes Penninsula in 2020, and
operating many times in concert with Arianespace, using ESA’s
French Guiana Space Centre, which it continues to use to
facilitate the continued rollout of OneWeb’s LEO constellation.
Given this existing infrastructure, some commentators have
been critical of UK-based launch, not least because of the
potential cost-inefficiency of launching further away from the
equator, and the environmental concerns of rocketry. UK launch
may not be abundantly economical, but the commercial and
military applications are both significant achievements, making
a powerful message to the world stage.
Opportunities in commercial space
The launches span a portfolio of commercial interests to payload
launch, rocket testing, and space tourism, with the potential for
active debris removal technologies from certain providers on
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the horizon. The report celebrates this work, stating that: ‘Space
will be a domain of increasing opportunity, as the application of
new technologies in space enables new possibilities – from
commercial opportunities to international development and
climate action. But increasing commercial and military use of
space will make it an important sphere of competition; there will
be considerable risks to strategic stability if this is not managed
and regulated effectively.’
The review also states an interest in ‘deepening cooperation’
with NATO through the Combined Space Operations (CSpO)
initiative, as well as with ‘European, Canadian, Australian and
Japanese space agencies.’ The selection of nations quoted
appears to predominantly reflect Five Eyes interests, but includes
Japan, a steadfast non-NATO ally in Asia and a burgeoning
NewSpace market.
The United Arab Emirates Space Agency (UEASA) however,
goes unnamed despite their heavy investment in NewSpace
projects, as does the Israeli Space Agency (ISA), despite a
healthy space startup environment and its reputation as NATO’s
foremost Middle Eastern ally. Given both agencies’ proximity to
the UK compared to Japan, they are odd omissions.
UK Space Command
Besides launch capability, the most eye-catching commitment
of the review lies in the promise of ‘space awareness and
resilience’ via the establishment of a UK Space Command.
Promised to be in force by summer 2021, the UK Space
Command is in action as of the 1st of April, located at RAF High
Wycombe beside the UK’s Space Operations Centre (UK SpOC),
described as a ‘Joint Command stagged from the Royal Navy,
British Army, Royal Air Force and the Civil Service.’
The UK Space Command, perhaps following in the footsteps
of the contentious US Space Force, stresses the influence
modern space operations have over ‘civilian, commercial and
economic activity,’ and stresses the potential threat from

adversaries and obstacles in orbit. The Command maintains
‘extremely close links to Strategic Command and the Defence
Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl), specifically to
examine options for the development of new capabilities, to
enable multi-domain integration and capitalise on the rich
pedigree of research and development expertise that exists
within UK Defence.’
In addition to providing developmental support, a focus on
space surveillance and tracking (SST) is stressed to support
‘space domain awareness, which uses integrated in-space and
ground sensing to track space debris, investigate incidents in
space, and detect, anticipate and attribute hostile activity.’
UK Space Command is one of several relatively new offices
and sites tasked with space tracking commissioned by allied
forces, including a NATO headquarters for space operations at
Ramstein airbase in Germany announced in October of 2020,
as well as NATO’s Toulouse Space Centre (CST), both of which
are intended to upscale Europe’s capacity for orbital traffic and
support the training and readiness of personnel specialised in
supporting the space domain.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that space surveillance
and tracking has become a vital military objective for NATO and
its allies, both in anticipation of answering increasing militarised
activity in the space domain, and the apparency of the economic
and civil dangers of space debris.
The review maintains the longstanding post-WWII function
of the UK as NATO’s specialists, exercising modest soft-war
tactics and deterrence assets, intrinsically tied to economic
interests, alongside critical developments in emerging domains.
In tandem with space, the Review makes just as fine a point of
prioritizing the cyber domain, the other uncharted frontier of
modern warfare that threatens to represent a serious weakness
in any hypothetical 21st-century hostilities.
It now remains to embrace the high standards the Integrated
Review sets for the United Kingdom.
GMC

An artist’s rendition of an Orbex Prime rocket launching from the proposed Space Hub in Sutherland
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